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Hypothesis for modelling: IT load

IT LOAD
The power requirements of servers depend on the actual computing load:
Therefore the usage patterns of the equipment that describe the IT load
processed are needed. In real Data Centres, disparities in performance and
power characteristics across servers and different scheduling, task
migration or load balancing mechanisms, have effects on its power
consumption that are difficult to predict. For simplicity, three different
homogeneous IT load (Web, HPC and Data) have been studied in the
present manuscript:


Web workload has real-time requirements: the users of such
workload need to get a response to their petitions in few seconds (i.e.
Google search, Facebook surf, etc.). There is not a typical resource
consumption profile for web workloads but they may use CPU,
memory, network or disk in several proportions. This workload has
the particularity to follow a daily/weekly pattern.



HPC workload is typically CPU intensive. They perform a large
amount of floating-point operations for scientific calculations.
Because HPC workloads may last for hours, or even days, they do not
have real-time requirements, and they are usually allocated in job
queues that may execute them hours or days after they are
submitted by the users.



Data workload is usually both memory and disk-intensive, while
they can also use a high rate of CPU operations for data analysis.
Despite of data workloads may have real-time requirements (i.e. a
search query in Google), the authors consider data workloads without
real-time requirements (i.e. background data analytics for business
intelligence applications).

Notice that HPC and Data workloads do not follow a given pattern, and they
will depend on the access policy and dimension of the data centres of each
institution. In the framework of the project, Web workload is a real pattern
collected from the access log of an ISP within the UPC [1], while HPC and
data workloads patterns are extracted from the CEA-Curie data centre
which are publicly available in the Parallel Workloads Archive [2]. Figure 1
and 2 presents the three IT load profiles over a week.
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Figure 1 IT workload profiles during a week. Left: Web profile, Right: Data profile.

Figure 2 HPC workload profile during a week.

However, in order to predict the data centre consumption from the IT load,
a relationship between server usage (IT load) and server consumption (IT
power) is developed. The definition of IT load is an additive function that
considers the load rates of CPU, Main Memory, Disk and Network, pondered
according to the measured impact of each term in late 2012 servers [3].
Firstly, different types of micro-benchmark for fully stressing the system
were executed in order the reach the maximum real power of the system.
These benchmarks included Ibench suite [4], Stress-ng [5], Sysbench [6],
Prime95 [7], Pmbw [8], Fio [9] and Iperf3 [10]. After this initial process
different benchmarks based on real-world software stacks from CloudSuite
[11] for web and data benchmarks, and NAS Parallel Benchmarks [12] for
HPC were also executed. With this experimentation the relation between IT
load and power consumption has been derived. Notice that for its further
adaptation to other hardware these correlations were normalized. Figure 3
shows the results of the experimentation and the regressions to predict
different consumptions in function of the IT load. The variability in the
power/load measurements show that there is not a generic power profile for
software, because all the components of a host (CPU, memory, disk,
network) do not work independently. They must coordinate because there
are dependencies between data and procedures (and the usage of resources
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is variable across the same execution, depending of the availability of their
required inputs at a given time).

Figure 3 Curves for the three types of workloads and their corresponding
regression. The y-axis shows the percentage of the power referred to the maximum
detected. The x-axis shows the percentage of the IT load referred to the maximum
executed.

In the project, 3 different IT load scenarios are available:


Data centre dedicated totally to HPC workload



Data centre dedicated totally to Web workload.



Mixed used data centre; in this scenario IT load is composed by 40
% web, 30 % HPC and 30 % data workload.

Figure 4 presents the servers consumption in percentage of the total
installed IT capacity for the three scenarios presented. Notice that even
though HPC workload is working nearly at 100% of load, this not represents
100% of the IT equipment consumption (at maximum 80%). The maximum
values of % IT power consumption reached for Web and Mixed uses is lower
than 70%.

Figure 4 Percentage of the maximum IT power consumption for different IT load
distribution cases.
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